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at Wellington, New Zealand, has published in its excellent quarterly
journal communications from able contributors relating to various

,island histories, and carrying these back, with the aid of numerous
mutually confirmatory genealogies, for many centuries, with unhesi-
tating belief in their general truth. In this way the history of the
peopling of the vast Polynesian region,' extending over -a space
large,r -than North America, and covering at least twenty centuries,
is gradually becoming known to us as surely, if not as minutely, as
that of the countries of Europe during the same period.,

The question naturally arises whether we may not hope to recover
the history of aboriginal America for at least the .same length of
time. The facts now recorded will, show that the few dispersed
members of the Huron-Iroquois stock retain to this day, after many
wanderings, clear traditions of a time, which cannot have been less
than four centuries ago, when their ancestors dwelt on the northern
coast of the St. Lawrence Gulf. The historical traditions of the
Delawares, retained in memory by their famous Picture Record,
styled the Walam Olum, or Red Score, which has been carefully
published ând admirably .elucidated by Dr. Brinton in his volume,
"The Lenâpé and their Legends," seem to go back for more than
thrice that period. And the conclusions derived -from these sources
have been lately confirmed and enlarged by a series, of important
investigations relating to almost every branch of the fifty-eight abo-
riginal stocks which have been found to exist between Mexi*o and
the Arctic Ocean. In these studies, in which, besides the names
already mentioned, those of many members of the Bureau of Eth.
nology, the Peabody Museum, the Hemenway Expedition, the Royal
Society of Canada, and its affiliated Associations, the American Anti-
quarian Society, the American Folk-Lore Society,,and several histori-
cal societies, have been honorably conspicuous, we have the gratifying
earnest of large future gains to historical and ethnologièal science
which are to be expected from this source. We have every reason
to feel assured that iii the three hundred Indian reservations and
recognized band of the United States and Canada, with populations
varying from ess than a hundred to more than twenty thousand,
and compris no imany men and women of good education and
superior intelence, there are mines of traditional lore, ready to
yield returns inestimable value to well-qualified and sympathetic

eaPlorers.
"Horatio Hale.

NOTE.- This paper Was prepared for the WOrld's Congress of Anthropology,
held at the World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago, in August and September,
i893, and wIll appear in the volume of Proceedingi of the Congress.
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